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Shadowrunner Nights Release 1.1 Beta
Manual revision v 1.1.2

	The year is 2059.  The world has changed, some say Awakened.  A long lull in the mystical energies of the universe has subsided and magic has returned to the world.  Eleves, dwarfs, orks, and trolls have assumed their true forms, throwing off their human guises.  Creatures of the wild have changed as well, transforming into beasts of myth and legend.  The many traditions of magic have come back to life, and shamans and mages have carved out a place in the new world for themselves and their powers.  Many aspects of the Awakening remain mysteries, but modern society fights on to assimilate the ways of magic into a technological world.

	The decades that followed the Awakening were years of panic and turmoil, as the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse seemed to race across the Earth.  Cultures that had never lost touch with their mystical pasts began to use magic against the great nations that had suppressed them for so long.  The vast global telecommunications network collapsed under an assault by a mysterious computer virus.  Dragons soared into the skies.  Epidemics and famine ravaged the world's population.  Clashes between the newly Awakened races and the rest of humanity became common.  All central authority crumbled, and the world began to spiral into the abyss.

	But man and his kin are hearty animals.  Out of the devastation and chaos, a fragile new social order slowly emerged.  Advanced simulated sensorium (simsense) technology helped eradicate the last vestiges of the computer virus and replaced the old telecommunications network with the new virtual-reality world of the Matrix.  Amerindians, elves, orks, and dwarfs formed new nations.  Where environmental degradation and pollution have made many areas uninhabitable, eco-groups wage war on polluters, and Awakened powers use incredible magics to heal the earth.  Central governments have balkanized into smaller nations and city-states, as fear of the world's changes drives wedges between people of different backgrounds.  Vast metropolitan sprawls known as metroplexes cover the landscape; these urban jungles swallow whole regions.  Police departments unable to contain crime waves and civil unrest have been privatized or their work contracted out to corporations.

	Megacorporations have become the new world super-powers, a law unto themselves.  The entire planet speaks their language, as the nuyen has become the global monetary standard.  The megacorps play a dealy game, paying pawns in the shadows to help them get an edge on the competition.  Meanwhile, corporate executives and wage slaves hole up in their own enclaves, safe behind layers of security and indoctrination.  Outside the walls of these arcologies and gated communities, whole stretches of the sprawls have become ungovernable.  Gangs rule the streets; the forgotten masses grow, lacking even a System Identification Number (SIN) to give them any rights.  These outcasts, dissidents and rebels live as the dregs of society, squatting in long-abandoned buildings, surviving through crime and predatory instincts.  Many of them attempt to rise above their miserable existences by slotting addictive BTL (Better-Than-Life) chips, living vicatiously through someone else's senses.  Others band together, some for survival and some to gain their own twisted forms of power.
	
	Technology, too, has changed people.  No longer merely flesh, many have turned to the artificial enhancements of cyberware to make themseves more than human.  Some acquire implants that allow them to directly interface with machines, like deckers who run the Matrix with a cyberdeck and programs or riggers who jack into vehicles or security systems and become one with them.  Others seek to push the envelope of their physical capabilities, testing themselves on the streets against other street samurai.  The human of 2059 is stronger, smarter, faster than his predecessors.

	In the world of 2059, the metroplexes are monsters that cast long shadows.  And in the cracks between the giant corporate structures, shadowrunners find their homes.  Entire societies live and die in a black-market underworld, exploited and abused, yet powerful in their own way.  The Mafia, Yakuza, and other crime syndicates have grown explosively as their networks provide them people that will buy.  Shadowrunners are the professionals of this culture where self-sufficiency is vital.  When the megacorps want a job done but don't want to dirty their hands, they need a shadowrun, and they turn to the only people who can pull it off: the shadowrunners.  Though only the blackest of governmental or corporate databases even registers a shadowrunner's existence, the demand for his or her services is high.  Deckers can slide like a whisper through the databases of giant corporations, spiriting away the only thing of real value--information.  Street samurai are enforcers for hire whose combat skills and reflexes make them the ultimate urban predators.  Riggers can manipulate vehicles and drones for a variety of purposes.  Magicians, those rare folk who possess the gift of wielding and shaping the magical energies that now surround the Earlth, are sought aftter to spy on the copetition, sling spells against an enemy, commit magical sabotage, and for any other purpose that their employers can dream up.  All thses individuals sell their skills to survive, taking on the tasks too illegal or dangerous for others to dare.

	Welcome to the sprawl, chummer.  This is your life.

New Features in 1.1.2b

*Area Specific Damage
*Severable Limbs
*Cyberware Damage / Destruction
Modified ammunition handling

*Decking support
Halucinogenic drugs
Persistent data storage
APS/NWNX2 Database support

Cyberware
	Cybereyes 
		Lowlight Vision
		Thermal Imaging
		Ballistical Optical Shielding
	-Cyberears
		-Balance Augmentor
	Subdermal Plating Levels 1-5
	Wired Reflexes Levels 1-4
	-Wired Reflexes Reflex Trigger
	Move-By-Wire Levels 1-4
	Enhanced Reflexes
	Cloaking System
		Standard Cloaking
		Thermal Masking
	Fast-twitch Muscle Replacement
	Bone Lacing
		Plastic
		Aluminum
		Titanium
	*Cybernetic Limb Enhancements
		Strength
		Dexterity
	*Knowsofts
		Popular Culture
		Streetwise
		Tactics
	*Skillsofts
		Demolitions
		Escape Artist
		Locksmith
		Move Silently
		Pickpocket
		Pilot
		Repair
	-Cranial Bombs
	-Cybertorso
	*Cyberskull
[ - has not been implemented]
[ * has not been fully implemented]

Manual

	ShadowrunnerNights has many unique features that seperate it from the standard NeverwinterNights module or conversion.  Much of this is due to the fact that it is a conversion of a pen and paper game using a completely different system, although some of it comes from some of the other features that have been added in during this process as well.  Due to this, the gameplay is different from both NeverwinterNights and Shadowrun, and yet still a combination of the two.

History (Introduction)
	The ShadowrunnerNights project all started out in a sandy little dust bowl in Iraq.  Out in the middle of nowhere with a laptop, and time in between missions, there was plenty of time.  Originally the intent was to create a module - or series of modules - in which the player played as a drow in the underdark.  During this process I learned both the ins and outs of the toolset, and of the d20mm team.  Upon downloading all of the content and playing with it a bit, my interest in NWN was renewed.  During this time I went through a few set-backs mainly reformats and so forth... but was drawn.  The modern content, although a little lacking and glitchy at the time, was almost perfect for Shadowrun.  During this time I attempted to apply for a position as a scripter on the team, and to aid the current Shadowrun project.  Although neither happened, I decided I wouldn't let Shadowrun out of my grasp that easily.  After playing with a few ideas and tweaks of the d20mm rules, I decided it was time to begin working on a specific project.  This in itself provided quite a few road blocks as well, as well as other obstacles along the way.  Eventually I developed an augmentation system, which covers the cyberware from Shadowrun, as well as a touch of the augmentations from Deus Ex (such as cloaking) as well.  Now that I had developed what I percieved to be the hardest aspect of Shadowrun I was free to create.
	But I was in for a surprise.  By this time I was in the second half of my tour in Iraq, and on top of that, had nothing more than questions of how to applie other aspects.  How can a character be in two places at once when decking?  Soon afterwards I became a member of the d20mm team, and also began working on a solution for many of the problems.  The decking issues were solved via an experimental item - a halucinogenic drug.  Upon testing I cloned the PC - which provided a few minutes of fun as I repeatedly shot myself for not solving it sooner.  Since then progress has been picking up more and more.  More cyberware has been added, more rules, and more changes have been made to the original content.  Its all been reworked to be entirely persistent, in either the NWN databases or in APS/NWNX2 accessable databases, and is toggled from one to the other with a single flag in the setup file.
	Now the time for a beta release is drawing near - with but a few things to complete, and I begin redeploying to the States.  Soon... soon there will be Shadowrun, and then no runner will be safe.

Overview
	Following in the footsteps of how characters are developed and improved throughout Shadowrun, the classes, skills, and feats have been changed.  Not only those that are used - but how they are used.  Skills are now an integral part of your character.  If you don't have any conversation based skills you can't expect to convince someone in a conversation very well.  Since it requires some heavy role-playing in the single player module, players will need to keep skills like this in mind.  The original NWN system, however, would not allow one to choose skills outside of their chosen class without paying a penalty - an additional skill point when upping a skill not specific to that class.  The more modern environment raises issues with this - who says a decker doesn't learn about explosives in the matrix and then apply this knowledge when not jacked in?  As a result both the cross-classed skill penalties and classes have been done away with.  Of course, Shadowrun has archetypes you might say.  True... but  from my experience, in a true role-playing environment, you're playing a character - not an archetype.  That being said, your character might not be the "perfect" street sammy, or shaman.  If that were the case then it would be a rather dull world.  The removal of classes still permits "archetypes" in that you can still build your decker, rigger, or whatever you want, but they aren't classified within the system.  This removes some persistent world issues, and allows a bit more freedom.
	The combat itself is similar to that of NWN in that you have turns, you do damage based upon the weapon.  However, much of this is influenced.  You can go unconscious during combat dependant upon the damage done and your constitution score, and cyberware and limbs can be damaged or destroyed which hinders your effectiveness in combat and so forth.  When not in use, weapons must be concealed or else chaos may ensue.  Weapons that are concealed can be spotted by those that have enough skill, or are intelligent enough to notice them, which is a bad thing if the one spotting it is an employee of Lonestar.  Decking has been added in - and it mimics how the PC walks through the world interacting with things.  Combat with IC is like combat in real life - but the weapon is nothing more than a program... which must be equipped like any other.  The PC exists both in body and mind - and if either dies thats it.
	The NPCs themselves are one of the major parts though, and can not be neglected.  Without them, the world would be nothing more than a dull environment in which you just kill everything that moves.  Every attempt has been made to flesh out as many NPCs as possible - to the point that they have differing views of the PC... reputation aside.  They like, dislike, hate, love.  One could even take one back to their apartment or safehouse if they had one, after a night at the club.
	Following the demo the areas will be created around Shadowrun maps rather than being created from scratch.  This will ultimately lead to a universal set of areas, and aiding in keeping it true to the pen and paper game.  Karma unfortunately had to give way to experience points, but ultimately the trade turned out rather well.

Rulesets
	The rulesets for ShadowrunnerNights are simple in my own opinion, but then again I wrote them while trying to convert rules from Shadowrun to fit into NeverwinterNights.  Anyhow, let's begin.

Cyberware rules
	Some forms of cyberware have their own specific rules, or have secondary effects.  A good example is the optical shielding for the cyber eyes.  This is a retractable shield which protects the owner from being blinded by debris or bright flashes of light.  However, when they are covering the eyes, they are more visable.  As a result of this, and society's views on cyberware a penalty is done to the character's charisma.  This reflects most of society's reactions.  However there may also be additional factors, such as an npc that dislikes cyberware noticing a player's cyberware, in which case they may attempt to avoid the player, ignore the player, or in some cases even become hostile.  This is determined in the game by the first interaction with a cybered character.

	Cyberware such as Wired Reflexes and Move-by-Wire both have other negative aspects as well.  Typically, these aren't noticed.  However, the instant a player that has Wired Reflexes without a reflex trigger sees anyone be it a civilian, hostile, ally, member of lonestar, etc they will make a check to see if their Wired Reflexes causes them to react to a threat, which is typically attacking that character.  If they have a firearm, the attack is made in this manner.  Move-by-Wire on the other hand is entirely different.  Checks are made every so often in game time.  Since the Move-by-Wire system causes the character to be in a constant state of seziure, there are a few negative things that could occur.  If the character fails this check, they will develop either TLE-X or CCSS.  TLE-X causes the character to suffer charisma related penalties, as well as a decrease in perception and reaction time.  CCSS causes decreases in dexterity, movement speed, wisdom, as well as possibly intelligence, and strength.  The number of successful saves determines the exact effects.  However, in addition to this, the character must get the system replaced or every hour they will have to make a fortitude saving throw or die.  When getting the system replaced, it is possible for the effects of CCSS to remain dependant upon on how the surgery goes.  This is done through another d6 determination, followed by a fortitude saving throw.

Illegal Equipment and Weapons, Concealment of Illegal Equipment and Weapons, and Lonestar
	There are weapons which are readily available, and which are able to be purchased legally.  These include mainly just handguns.  There are also, however, much more powerful pieces of equipment, which are either Military grade, or simply outlawed.  Every piece of equipment has numbers in it's tag which determine what sort of piece of equipment it is, and what it's ratings are.  The left part of the item ResRef (resource reference is either its name, if its legal, or its category if its illegal.  If its illegal, the ResRef will start will either "illegal_" or "mil_" followed by an item description.  In either case, the last part of the ResRef will be a number.  This number is the concealability rating.  The higher the number, the easier it is to conceal.  Concealability numbers range from 0-9.  This number is in turn added to the first number from the ResRef of the armor the character is wearing, which again ranges from 0-9.  This gives the character up to 18 as a target number.  The person making the check to see if the equipment has been spotted rolls a number of d6 (six sided dice) equal to their intelligence divided by 3.  This number is compared to the target number.  If it is equal to or greater than the target number, then the equipment has been spotted.
	If the character is caught with the equipment they are given the chance to either hand over the equipment, or attack... depending upon their preference.  NPC shadowrunners will automatically attack, so don't let a henchman get caught.  If the character decides to hand over the equipment, they are essentially subjecting themselves to a thourough pat down as well, so any additional illegal hardware will be found, and anything illegal in their possession will be removed from their inventory, and they will be unable to recover it without physically breaking into the Lonestar vaults.

Combat / Damage rules  
	Essentially what is done is after ballistic damage is detected, the script checks to see if the damage exceeds a threshold of the character's constitution, plus a random number from 0 to the character's constitution -1, and an additional five points.  In short, for a character with a constitution of 10 would have a threshold of 15-24 (10 + 0 + 5 through 10 + 9 + 5).  This threshold is compared to the ammount of damage recieved, and if the damage recieved is higher than the exact number chosen in the threshold then the character will black out.  So, a character with a constitution of 10 since he/she has a threshold of 15-24 will be at danger of passing out when recieving 15 damage, but may not pass out unless damage of 24 or greater is done.  This helps vary things a little, giving those with lower constitutions a little more of a chance as they don't have many hit points to begin with.

	Should a character pass out (or black out) from the ammount of damage, or even from another cause, a fortitude check is made instantly.  If they return a success on the saving throw, then they don't pass out.  Should they fail, they are blinded, paralyzed, and deafened for 15 seconds which is approximately 3 combat rounds.  I believe that this will, in its own way, be able to represent the stun tracker that's used for characters in the pen and paper version of Shadowrun.  Every 15 seconds, the character affected will make a fortitude check to see if they revive.  If they fail, they will remain unconscious until they save the throw.  If they succeed, they will wake, and stand back up.

	Once it is determined if the character will pass out or not, the scripting will determine where the character was actually hit.  Once it determines this, it will determine if there is cyberware in that location.  If there is, it will cause secondary damage to the cyberware per the Cybertechnology sourcebook.  If there is serious damage done, it could cause the cyberware to be replaced.  This is determined by the equivilent of a 2d6 roll.  For example, if you recieve heavy secondary damage to your cybereyes and they are destroyed, you will be blinded until you can get them replaced.

	If you do not have any cyberware in that location, however, it will apply damage to that specific location using the same methodology as the cyberware secondary damage.  A roll of 2d6 is done to determine the effects.  This will typically only result in a little extra damage, but could cause you to fumble a weapon frequently (if you recieve heavy damage to your arms), or slow your movement (if you recieve enough damage in your legs).  However, for any of these locations, cyberware or not, a roll of 12 is a critical failure.  That means cyberware is destroyed, or you lose the limb.  If you lose the limb, you'll have to get a cybernetic replacement.  If you recieve a 12 when recieving damage to your head, you will die instantly, irreguardless of how high a level you are, or how many hit points you may have.  This is the equivalent of a headshot.

Firearms/Reloading rules  
	Every type of firearm uses some sort of ammunition.  There are three different main classifications, Heavy arms, Long arms, and Small arms.  The Heavy and Small both have two different damage categories, while Longarms are always 2d10.  Irregardless of which weapon you have, they all require ammunition.  Heavy arms require heavy ammunition, and small arms require "standard" ammunition.  The heavy is typically prefixed with the word "Heavy" in it's name so there should be no trouble distinguising from the two.  In order to load the weapon, the character must first possess an empty magazine to load.  If you do not, then you can not reload the firearm until you find one.  These empty magazines are universal, and will work in any of the weapons.  In addition, you must have the bullets as mentioned before - which there are multiple types of.  There are as of right now two types of hollowpoints, armor piercing (APDS), high explosive (HE), and the standard - ball.  When you reload it chooses the first available in the inventory.  Therefore the easiest way to prioritize your ammuntion is to put it in straight a line down the side of the inventory, with the highest priority ammo at the top.  To reload you right click on your character, and go to the feats list in the radial menu.  Inside you will find reload.  You must do this manually when you either begin to run low, or run out of ammunition.  It will not reload automatically.  When you do reload it will be slightly delayed.  This is due to the fact that you are not only removing the empty magazine from the weapon, but you are also replacing it in your inventory.  Thus it takes a little bit of time.  You do have the option of taking the feat "Quick Reload" which reloads almost instantly, however, this feat causes your character to simply hit the magazine release on the weapon and let the magazine fall free to the ground, rather than placing it back into the inventory.  This means that you do reload faster, but you also have to pick up the magazine when the firefight is over... or during if you run out of magazines.

	There are also other "firearm" or ammunition types.  The flamethrower is considered a firearm, although it doesn't work quite the same as the other firearms.  It uses a certain ammount of fuel every time it is used (like the firearms) but also causes whatever is attacked, and things in the general vacinity to be ignited in flame, which can spread to anything flamable nearby.  This includes the charcter using it, furniture, doors, carpets... all of it could combust and as a result be destroyed.  There are also single shot ammunition types such as the bazooka, which will fire one round before becoming worthless, and grenades, which are also expended after one use.  These one shot ammunition types are extremely pricey due to the fact that you only get one use out of them, but they are also potentially very destructive.  It is possible to destroy many doors, walls, or even objects which an enemy character is taking cover behind (of course you'll likely take them out in the process as well).

Drugs  
	Taking drugs can be beneficial or harmful, depending upon the drug and its effects.  However, anything which falls in the drug category may cause a player to get addicted. The drugs cover everything from alcohol and cigarettes to the halucinogenics.  Most of these substances have three main effects. The first effect is immediate, and will kick in as soon as you use the drug.  The second effect doesn't kick in until a minute later.  The third effect kicks in when you use the drug a second time when there is a certain time limit imposed on how often you need to take it to avoid ODing.  The fourth are the effects of withdrawl if you get addicted to a drug.  It is possible to kick the habbit, but it might take some time, and meanwhile you'll feel the effects of withdrawl.  The use of drugs will also begin to shift your alignment towards chaotic, and any variables that apply to things like drugs are ultimately persistent.
Halucinogenic drugs  
	Taking certain unknown drugs can sometimes have unpredictable results.  Some drugs are halucinogenic, although the effects may or may not kick in right away.  Once they do however, you should be able to recognize that you're halucinating.  However, as with any other drug, you can OD on them, and you do have a chance of having flashbacks.  The determination of whether or not PCs will have flashbacks is based around a single flag, "Flashbacks" which is set on certain drugs if either you OD, or if you fail a saving throw (depending upon the drug).  Typically if you OD on a halucinogen, you will automatically have your flashback flag set.  Every round you'll make a check to see if 1d20 exceeds your constitution score plus a random number up to your constitution score.  If the d20 roll does exceed the modified constitution score, then you'll start tripping all over again.  This of course may happen in a bad situation... and it may not.  Just another one of those things to take into consideration.

Death and Respawning
	Although respawning, or being resurrected isn't part of Shadowrun, it needs to be incorporated at least to a degree in any sort of port to a video game system.  This is especially true if it exists in a multiplayer or persistent world, as a single death for a character would destroy it otherwise.  It might just be that a character gets all the way to level twenty after hours and hours of playing... and all of a sudden the character can't be used any more.  That wouldn't be good.  So, to try to find a balance between the two, another system has been "borrowed" from D&D to aid with this problem.  Characters upon death have their death counter incremented by one.  Upon respawning, they lose a point of constitution per every point on their death counter.  So, in other words, every time you're brought back you lose a point of constitution.  When you reach one point of constitution and die, then your character is gone.  There of course are ways to circumvent that final death... saving and loading, on multiplayer servers simply logging back on.  But at the same time, for the multiplayer character, they would once again be at one point of constitution. Therefore it is up to the DMs or the server's administrator to ensure that that specific character is no longer playable.
	This system, like many of the others, is also able to be toggled in the setup file if you view these repercussions as a little too harsh.
	If the player is in the Matrix when they start to bleed out (just prior to death) they will experience dump shock instead of death, unless the damage takes them beyond -15 HP, in which case no matter what type of IC it was that attacked them, the player will die.

Adding Augmentations
	Installing Prefab Augmentations	
	To install augmentations that have already been created, either by myself, or by another (using the standards of these rulesets), all you have to do is go into Import in your file menu.  This will bring up a window that will show some files in .erf format.  If you don't know already, the ones you are seeing are stored in your erf directory inside NWN.  The easiest thing to do is copy the .erf file with your new augmentations into this folder.  Either way, you need to click on the filename of the augmentation(s) you wish to import and hit enter.  This may bring up other windows, or it may not.  It all depends.  If it brings up menus asking if you wish to overwrite or if it says it is missing files click "Yes" to continue installing the augmentations.  From what I've seen, the toolset likes to give errors, even if there aren't any.  More than likely you're going to have all the files, even when it says you don't.  Thats all there is to it.
	Creating New Augmentations
	First and foremost for adding aumentations is the need to have most of the details worked out ahead of time.  Although augmentations can be created on the fly and simply dropped in as-is, this is not recommended.  There are two types of augmentations in these scripts, Passive and Active.  The passive scripts are the easiest to create.  They mainly consist of flags - or variables which are stored on the PC or NPC.  This is all they consist of.  Therefore all you need to create a passive augmentation is a script which will set a flag on the PC or NPC.  For example storing a variable with the name Datajack, and setting it's value to 1 would be flagging the PC as having a datajack.  The reason its done like this is that the passive augmentations such as the datajack are only used in certain instances.  It's irrelevant to know the PC has a datajack unless they are trying to jack into the Matrix, or if they are dealing with a NPC that is influenced by the sight of cyberware or a datajack specificly.

	Active augmentations on the other hand are a bit more tricky.  These are also divided, and for simplicity's sake we'll call these interactive, and non-interactive.  Non-interactive are the augmentations that automatically provide certain benefits or effects simply by having them.  A good example is subdermal, or dermal plating.  These add bonuses to the armor class, but beyond that, the player does not interact with it.  It's always applicable.  To create a non-interactive augmentation, you follow the same steps as you would to create a passive augmentation.  When you create the script to set the flag for the augmentation, all you need to do is add another line to apply whatever effect you want to the PC or NPC.  Do this by opening "_mdrn_hc_aug_fx" and adding a line that says:

effect e[AugmentationName] = SupernaturalEffect([Effect to be applied]);

Of course you leave out the brackets [ ] and you have to supply you own text in their stead.  Now, go back to the script you created setting the flag, and add a line that says:

ApplyEffectToObject(DURATION_TYPE_PERMANENT, e[AugmentationName],oPC, 0.0);

This applies the effect you created earlier to the target (oPC) for a permanent duration.  Because the effect which was declared in the "_mdrn_hc_aug_fx" file started with "SupernaturalEffect" it is always affecting the character, even if they sleep, or attempt to remove effects via a spell or item.  Now, oPC must be defined as well, if it isn't already.  The easiest way to do this is to simply type "object oPC = OBJECT_SELF;" without the quotes right under the text up top that starts with the # symbol.  By doing this you're making it global, and can use oPC anywhere in the script, and won't have to worry about defining it every time.

	The next logical step once you understand this is to add an interactive augmentation.  This is a bit more tricky.  First you need to create an item of any kind.  When it asks for the name, name it "_aug_[AugmentationName]" without the brackets, and with your own text again of course.  Go into the item properties and change the name of the item (found on the left), but leave the tag alone.  This tag is how the item will toggle the augmentation on and off.  Take a look at "_aug_cybereye" to get an idea of how this works.  Once again, we need to set flags in the PC or NPC (whoever is using the item) to specify conditions.  In other words, we're now setting a flag to tell the script if the augmentation is on or off.  Take a look at the if statements.  They get the specified flag, check to see if it is a 1 or 0, and then runs the script. Yes, it's a little more complicated, but really its the only way to do it.  Now, in order to get the item to actually work, you need to create a file called "_aug_[AugmentationName]" just like your item was.  This is called when you active the item.  If you don't put if statements in, then every time you use the item, it will apply the effects.  So, you must see if the augmentation is activated.  As I said before, take a look at "_aug_cybereye" to get an idea of how this is pieced together.  If all else fails, simply copy all the scripting, and just change the effects, and the name of the PersistentInt that you see in the if statements, and again inside the scripting.  Inside these if statements, you need to put whatever you wanted your augmentation to do, similar to how you applied the effect in the non-interactive augmentation.  Now save and compile the script.  If there are no errors, you're ready to use it.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alright, so I think the rules were a little more complicated than I thought they were.  Oh well, such is life.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Scripting information

	There are several new commands that have been added to perform various functions.  Most of these are critical to the way the game works, and the single short line simplifies and shortens files, and makes it easier on other scripters.

NOTE:	There are a couple of files you don't want to touch lest you break the system.  If you mess around with the __sr_include file for example, or add anything to it, you will create a buffer overflow error - in fact multiple instances of it since this file is called a lot.  If you have a file that references this you also have to be careful not to include any other long files or you'll have the same problem.  The best solution is to use the ExecuteScript command as often as you can get away with.  Just a little helpful hint as I created this problem for myself in this manner, and it took a bit of reorganizing to fix this.

APS/NWNX2 Database
	Adding #include "_sr__include" to a scripting file will add the ability to use the following funtions to the script.  These require the file aps_include, which adds in the APS/NWNX2 database support.  The aps_include file, however, has been modified to add in support for NWN's standard database system as well, which although is inferior, every system that runs NWN will have access to a database for multiple module/campaign storage.  This solves the issue of single player modules having to set up their own database - for this NWN's will cause no performance issues.  To use the variable storage, simply use the APS/NWNX method of sending data to, or retrieving it from, the database, and the modifications will take care of the rest - provided the setup file has specified which system is being used.  This by default is not APS/NWNX.

Clone(object oPC, string sDestinationTag);
	This clones the PC (oPC - can be any object) where he/she is standing, and then jumps to an object with the tag defined by sDestinationTag.
DestroyClone(object oTarget);
	This returns the PC from either the matrix, or the area in which they are halucinating in, and in the process destroys the clone.  In the case of the Matrix, it is essential to have an on_exit script which will swap all of the equipment on the clone back into the posession of the PC. Finally, it ensures that when the PC returns to his/her "original" location, the clone's hit points are read, and then the PC's are made to match.  This enables the PC to be killed while decking, or while under the influence of a halucinogen.
KillClone(object oTarget);
	Pretty straight-forward.  This one kills the clone of the object oTarget.  This is used in the on_death script.
SwapInventory(object oTarget, object oPC);
	This is the command to return the inventory of oTarget to oPC, which is used when returning from the matrix.  If the oPC isn't specified, it defaults to OBJECT_SELF.
WorldMessage(string sText)
	Sends and logs a message, both to DMs and to all players who have the world messages toggled on.  These messages are used to announce new players, and who logs on or off.
SystemMessage(string sText, object oTarget)
	Sends a system message "sText" to oTarget, prefixed with [ENGINE]: which is used to identify special occurances relating to rulesets.  These may also be toggled on or off by the player oTarget.
StoreHP(object oTarget)
	Stores the current hitpoints of oTarget in the persistent database "characters"
GetLastHP(object oTarget)
	Restores the last hitpoints saved in the persistent database "characters" for oTarget.
StoreLocation(object oTarget)
	Stores the last location of oTarget so that it may be restored in on_client_enter
StoreDeaths(object oTarget)	
	Stores the number of deaths oTarget has, and increments it by one.  This is used for the persistent world on_respawn to determine the constitution penalty, and to keep track of character status.  It is called in on_death
RestoreCyberware(object oTarget)
	Restores any passive bonuses applied by cyberware to oTarget after they have been cleared.

Modified ROF, and Reload
	Added in function int GetRoundType(object oTarget, object oItem = OBJECT_INVALID) which returns the type of ammo which is defined as a constant int, and declared in baseitems.2da. When these are returned, the ammo type is then determined, and then reloaded with the appropriate ammo type if the target has an empty magazine.  If not, it will return with a system message stating that there are no empty magazines present.  This becomes a moot point once one magazine is acquired since you start with one magazine (when you acquire your first firearm).  You don't actually recieve it until you reload the first time, which requires one additional magazine.  Of course, now you will always have a magazine in your inventory (unless it's dropped by the feat quick reload), and will never need to worry about buying more than one magazine.  Issues now present with this file are not all that problematic - the requirements are simply that changes to scripting (at least for _mdrn_rof) require a complete rebuild of all scripts.  Simply compiling and then saving will not work as it once did (at least for me).

Following changes were made to baseitems.2da
+203 16778091 aprounds
+204 16778092 btrounds
+205 16778093 hsrounds
+206 16778094 herounds
+207 16778095 empty_mag
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Persistent Integers
SetPersistentInt(oPC,"JackedIn", 1, 0, "characters");
	This one must be set to 1 as above on entering the matrix, and to 0 on exit... just in case they get disconnected while inside the matrix.
SetPersistentInt(oPC, "flashbacks", 1, 0, "characters");
	This one is the one that controls whether or not a PC has flashbacks from using halucinogenic drugs.  Set this either in the drug, or the OD script.

Significant Files for modifications
"_*_setup" (script names subject to change)
	// Ruleset Setup
	// Sets up how the rulesets are applied via flags.
	// Allows module builders to add or remove certain aspects
	// of the rules in one area, rather than trying to rescript
	// the files to remove an unwanted part.  Also allows
	// scripters to run all the scripts in debug mode, providing
	// more feedback which is useful for determining the exact
	// source of an error.  The debug is on by default, and
	// should be turned off when a module is released.

Credits:
SyntheticDementiaX (also know as Chaote, Ghost, or SDX)

These people all contributed (whether they know it or not) to the ShadowrunnerNights project, although typically it ended up in the module in a slightly... modified form.

D20MM Team:
These guys deserve most of the credit, as they've created almost all of the content - models, scripting for the firearms, etc
geekfiend, Knightfell, Demigog, FOREVERphoenixX, Kaczor, Spoonmerlin, Nonchalance, angelgabe, Ranger_Dan, Yare, SuTech 

APS/NWNX2
- Papillon
Expandable drug/addiction system (framework)
- Mishenka (APS/NWNX conversion by Princewally)
Skies (NanoSkies)
- NanoSphere
Modified hand models
- KuraiRyu
Naughty Actions
-UOAbigail


